Abstract
Introduction
Geometric constraint solving is one of the key techniques in parametric CAD, which allows the user to make modifications to existing designs by changing parameter values. There are four major approaches to geometric constraint solving: the numerical approach [13, 17] , the symbolic approach [5, 10] , the rule-based approach [1, 4, 11, 20] and the graph-based approach [8, 9, 14, 15, 16] .
One of the effective paradigms of geometric constraint solving is to decompose a well-constrained problem into a Latham and Middleditch are the first to propose an algorithm to find a generalized construction sequence [14] . Their method is based on the maximal b-matching from graph theory. Dong et al proposed similar algorithms based on degree of freedom analysis and translate a undirected graph to directed graph from graph theory [2] . Hoffmann et al gave an algorithm to find rigid bodies in a constraint problem [8] . From this, it is easy to obtain a GCS.
After a GCS is obtained, we need to compute the position of relative to
. This is usually done with numerical methods such as the Newton-Raphson method [17] , the homotopic method [13] , and the optimize method [7] . This kind of methods although fast is generally not robust and can be used to find one solution only. Since geometric constraint solving is often used in the conceptual design, it would be desirable to find all the solutions of the problem. A locus intersection methods to find all solutions is proposed in [6] . This method is a hybrid method of geometric construction and numerical search. On the other hand, we may give a fast and stable way to find all the solutions if we may solve the problem with geometric or symbolic methods. In this paper, we propose such a method to compute the position of relative to when both and are rigid bodies.
In Section 2, we give a classification of the merge patterns between and according to the number of constraints between and . This classification reveals the basic constraint problems need to be solved in order to solve the GCS. These patterns may also be considered as basic configurations as proposed in [6] in that they are the smallest problems to be solved in solving a GCS.
When both and are rigid bodies, the problem may be considered as an assembly problem. We need to assemble two rigid bodies according to three constraints. This is the most general 2D assembly problem for two rigid bodies, because we need three conditions to determine the position of a rigid body. The problem is divided into two cases: the ddd case in which all the three constraints between and Í are distance constraints and the dda case in which two of the constraints are distance constraints and one constraint is an angle constraint. In [15] , this type of problems is used as basic problems to solve general constraint problems. In [6] , these basic merge patterns are solved with the locus intersection method. In [18] , analytical solutions for the ddd case are found with Wu's method [21] when the three constraints are all distance constraints between points. In Section 3, we give closed form solutions to all the eleven dda and ddd cases.
It is always desirable to solve a constraint problem by ruler and compass construction. In this case, the problem can be easily determined by solving univariate equations of degree one or two. In [15] , it is said that the problem of assembling two rigid bodies can not be solved with ruler and compass. In this paper, we give a detailed analysis of this problem. We show that the dda problem is always ruler and compass constructible. The ddd problem can be divided into ten cases. Among these cases, two are ruler and compass constructible and the rest can not be solved with ruler and compass. In Section 4, conditions for ruler and compass constructions in the general case are also proposed.
Most of the results in this paper can be extended to 3D case, which will be presented in another paper.
Basic Merge Patterns
We consider two types of geometric primitives: points and lines in the Euclidean plane and two basic types of constraints: the angle constraints and the distance constraints. We use a constraint graph to represent a constraint problem. The vertices of the graph represent the geometric primitives; the edges represent the constraints. Figure 2 is the graph representation for the constraint problem in Figure 1 .
For an edge or constraint in the graph, let DOC´ µ be the valence of , which is the number of scalar equations required to define that constraint. The constraints and their valencies are shown in Table 1 . As mentioned in Section 1, a constraint problem can be decomposed into a generalized construction sequence
We call the type of dependency of on ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ ½ basic merge patterns. Let
The problem is to determine Í assuming that is known. We call and Í the base object and the dependent object, respectively. The problem is shown in Figure 3 -(a). The sum of DOC´ µ for all edges between and Í describes an important natural of the merging step, and is called the connection number, denoted by CN´ Í µ.
Let graph Í Î µ, where Î is the set of vertices and is the set of edges. Figure 3 -(b). We give complete analytical solution to this case in Section 3.
3. If CN´ Íµ ¿, the problem becomes more complicated. Now Í is not a rigid body anymore. We need to use the constraints inside Í and those between Í and to determine Í. As an example, the basic merging patterns for the case Í is shown in Figure 4 .
In what below, we use circles to represent the vertices with two degrees of freedom, circles labelled R to represent the rigid bodies, and the thin lines to represent the constraints between and Í.
In Figure 4 , Í is treated as a set of geometric elements. We may further to decompose Í as a set of rigid bodies if possible. This will simplify the problem greatly. In Figure   5 , the six merge patterns for case Í in Figure 4 are simplified to three patterns. Actually, these patterns represent more cases, because the rigid bodies in these patterns may be of any size. The first two cases are used in [15] as basic patterns to solve constraint problems. 
Analytic Solution to Basic Merge Patterns:
Case CN´ Íµ ¿
The problem can be divided into two cases: the ddd case in which all the three constraints between and Í are distance constraints and the dda case in which two of the constraints are distance constraints and one constraint is an angle constraint. We cannot have more than one angle constraint due to the fact that a 2D rigid body only need one angle constraint to determine its direction.
The Case of dda
We make use of the fact that rotation constraints can violate previous imposed distance constraints while translation doesn't violate previous imposed angular constraints. We impose the angular constraint first to remove the rotation degree of freedom. This will give us a pure geometric solution based on ruler and compass construction.
Imposing Angular Constraint
Let line Ä ½ be in , the base object set, and line Ä ¾ in Í, the dependent object set. Assume that the parametric equations of Ä ½ and Ä ¾ before the constraint is satisfied are 
Imposing Distance Constraints
We will make use of the following definition and theorem in Kumar et al [12] . This theorem is also proposed by us in [4] , under the name of 'translational' transformation. We may now give the following procedure for solving a dda problem.
Algorithm 3.3 The input is a dda constraint problem with
and Í as the base and dependent objects. We will give a geometric construction procedure based on ruler and compass to solve the problem.
S1
We first fix the rotational degree of freedom of Í by imposing the angular constraint.
S2
We will determine the translation spaces for the objects in the dependent objects according to the distance constraints left. This is divided into three cases.
1. If the distance constraint ¼ È Ö ¼ is between a point ¼ in the base object and a point È in the dependent object, then the translation space is the following circle For the example in Figure 1 , Ä ½ and Ä ¾ can be constructed easily if the remaining objects are solved. After we delete Ä ½ and Ä ¿ from the graph in Figure 2 , the graph consists of two rigids: È ½ È Ä and È ¾ È ¿ Ä ¾ . Let È ½ È Ä be the dependent object and È ¾ È ¿ Ä ¾ the base object respectively. We construct the translation space of distance constraint ½ between point È ½ and È ¾ , which is circle ½ shown in Figure 6 . Then we can construct the translation space for distance constraint ¾ between point È ¿ and È , which is circle ¿ shown in Figure 6 . According to Theo- Figure 6 . In
Step S3, we need to find the intersection of lines/circles and lines/circle. The details of the computation is omitted.
The Case of ddd
This case can be divided into 10 different sub-cases shown in Table 3 . We can always get three points in the base object and three points in the dependent object, respectively. If the object involved is a line, we can take a point on it. Let three points in the base object be ½ , ¾ and ¿ , and three points in the dependent object ½ , ¾ and ¿ . ½ , ¾ and ¿ are not collinear, and ½ , ¾ and ¿ are not collinear, either. Let ½ be the origin of the fixed coordinate system in the base object, ½ ¾ the x-axis. The coordinates of three points in the base object are 
There exist at most three lines in the base object which satisfy the three distance constraints. Let the parametric equations of these lines be
Because a line can be completely determined by a point on the line and its direction, assuming ½ is the intersection point of lines Ä ½ and Ä ¾ , we take point ½ as the point on line Ä ½ . Thus the parametric equation of line Ä ½ becomes
Then the number of the parameters is decreased and the equations are simplified. We treat all the following parametric equations of lines alike to simplify the equations by the same way.
There exist at most three lines in the dependent object which satisfy the three distance constraints. Let the parametric equations of these lines be
Although we use the same × in Ä and Ä ¼ ´ ½ ¾ ¿µ, there will be no confusion, because the line Ä and Ä ¼ ´ ½ ¾ ¿µ will not appear in the same cases of ddd simultaneity. Let Ä ¼½ , Ä ¼¾ , Ä ¼¿ be three lines in the dependent object, their parametric equations are
We use ÈÄ 
(2) We may simplify the equation system as follows.
where
To find a closed form solution to the above equation system, we may use elimination methods such as the Gröbner basis method or the characteristic set method [21] . In this paper, We use Wu-Ritt's zero decomposition method [21] to find the analytical solutions. This method may be used to represent the zero set of a polynomial equation system as the union of zero sets of equations in triangular form, that is, equation systems like
where the Ù could be considered as a set of parameters and the Ü are the variables to be determined. As shown in [21] , solutions to an equation system in triangular form are welldetermined. For instance, the number of solutions to an equation system in triangular form can be easily computed. We may easily find the following triangular form for above equation system.
where the Þ are polynomials free of Ü ½ , ¡ ¡ ¡ , Ü . The detailed expressions for coefficients Þ may be found in Appendix A, which may be found in http://www.mmrc.iss.ac.cn/˜xgao/paper/2dst.ps.
The above analytical solutions reduce the problem to the solving of one quadratic equation and three linear equations. 
We may simplify the equation system as follows. 
We may simplify the equation system as follows.
where 
(23) We may simplify the equation system as follows.
The polynomials of degree six in these cases are irreducible. Then it is obvious that the roots of these equations can not be constructed with ruler and compass.
The Case of CN´ Íµ Î If Ǽ Íµ Î , Í has a "ring" shaped structure (like the last one in Figure 4) . Each vertex v in Í has exactly one external constraint with primitives in . Proof: Suppose that the external constraint for Ä ½ is an angle constraint ½ between Ä ½ and Ä ¿ . Then we may obtain the angle ´Ä ¾ Ä ¿ µ from ½ and the angle ´Ä ½ Ä ¾ µ. Now Ä ¿ can be determined by this angle constraint and the origin distance constraint. The rest of the primitives in Í can be constructed explicitly, since the ring has been "broken".
If the external and internal constraints of a ring satisfy above theorem, it is RC-constructible and can be constructed one by one, otherwise it is not RC-constructible. Proof: Supposing the number of angle constraints is more than n, let it be ´ Ò µ. Then there are k lines in Î at least.
Because Í is a cycle, there is a pair of adjacent lines in Î at least. If imposing two angle constraints to the adjacent two lines, there will be redundant constraint according to theorem 4.2. When the number of lines in Í is n, we can keep no lines adjacent in twos, thus we can impose n angle constraints without redundant constraint. If the number of lines in Î is more than n, we can impose one angle constraint and one distance constraint to the pair of lines, thus the problem can be RC-constructible according to theorem 4.1. Proof: If the number of angle constraints is more than n, there is at least one adjacent pair of lines. Thus, if imposing two angle constraints to two adjacent lines, there will be a redundant constraint according to theorem 4.2. If the number of angle constraints is Ò, the number of lines should not less than Ò. We can keep Ò lines which are not adjacent in twos and imposing Ò angle constraints if there are Ò lines in Î . If the number of lines in Î is more than n, we can impose one angle constraint and one distance constraint to the pair of lines. Thus the problem is RC-constructible according to theorem 4.1. Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 give the maximal number of angular constraints that can be imposed in this case.
The Case of CN´ Íµ
The basic merging pattern for case CN´ Íµ is shown in Figures 8 and 9 . The thin lines represent constraints between and Í. Ê ½½ and Ê ¾¾ are rigid bodies. A line labelled 'a' represents an angle constraint, otherwise it is a distance constraint. We make use of the fact that there are only one rotation translation between two rigid bodies. Now the problem in Figure 9 can be solved in two steps respectively:
1. For Figure 9 -(a), we can get the angle constraint between Ê ½½ and Ê ¾¾ with two given angle constraints, and we use a to denote it. We position Ê ¾¾ with respect to Ê ½½ with the angle constraints a and two distances between Ê ¾¾ and Ê ½½ . We position Ê ½½ with respect to . Thus the problem is reduce to two dda problems.
2. For Figure 9 -(b), we can obtain the angle constraint between and Ê ¾¾ with the two given angle constraints, and we use ¼ to denote it. First, we position Ê ¾¾ with respect to with the angle constraint ¼ and two distances between Ê ¾¾ and , then we position Ê ½½ with respect to Ë Ê ¾¾ . The problem is reduced to two dda problems.
Besides these two types, other types of the basic merging pattern shown in Figure 8 can not be ruler and compass constructible.
Conclusion
In this paper, we consider how to compute 2D generalized construction sequences which can be used as a basic step in geometric constraint solving. We first give a classification of the basic merge patterns which are the basic steps in solving a generalized construction sequence. We then give the analytical solutions to all eleven cases of merge patterns which are to assemble two rigid bodies connected with three constraints. As a consequence, geometric constraint problems that can be reduced to generalized construction sequences consisting of merge patterns of this type can be solved effectively and completely.
